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Abstract Anecdotal accounts suggest that individuals
spontaneously synchronize their movements to the ‘beat’ of
background music, often without intending to, and perhaps
even without attending to the music at all. However, the
question of whether intention and attention are necessary
to synchronize to the beat remains unclear. Here, we compared whether footsteps during overground walking were
synchronized to the beat when young healthy adults were
explicitly instructed to synchronize (intention to synchronize), and were not instructed to synchronize (no intention)
(Experiment 1: intention). We also examined whether reducing participants’ attention to the music affected synchronization, again when participants were explicitly instructed to
synchronize, and when they were not (Experiment 2: attention/intention). Synchronization was much less frequent
when no instructions to synchronize were given. Without
explicit instructions to synchronize, there was no evidence
of synchronization in 60% of the trials in Experiment 1, and
43% of the trials in Experiment 2. When instructed to synchronize, only 26% of trials in Experiment 1, and 14% of
trials in Experiment 2 showed no evidence of synchronization. Because walking to music alters gait, we also examined
how gait kinematics changed with or without instructions
to synchronize, and attention to the music was required for
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synchronization to occur. Instructions to synchronize elicited
slower, shorter, and more variable strides than walking in
silence. Reducing attention to the music did not significantly
affect synchronization of footsteps to the beat, but did elicit
slower gait. Thus, during walking, intention, but not attention, appears to be necessary to synchronize footsteps to the
beat, and synchronization elicits slower, shorter, and more
variable strides, at least in young healthy adults.
Keywords Sensorimotor synchronization · Dance ·
Music · Attention · Intention

Introduction
Music often induces the perception of a regularly recurring pulse (called the ‘beat’), which can trigger our desire
to move in synchrony with it. Anecdotally, many people
report that they spontaneously synchronize to musical beats
without intending to, sometimes even without feeling consciously aware of the music. However, empirically, it is not
clear to what extent people synchronize movements to musical beats without intending to, or without attending to the
music.
When hearing regular metronome beats (regularly spaced
clicks or tones), intention to synchronize appears necessary
for synchronization to occur. Previous research has demonstrated that participants who were not instructed to synchronize did not adjust their finger taps to changes in the
phase (early or late metronome tones in a regular sequence)
or changes in the period (the rate of the metronome tones)
(Repp and Keller 2004). Similarly, although there is a
well-documented clinical benefit of having Parkinson’s
disease patients synchronize footsteps to metronome beats
(Lim et al. 2005a), studies which do not provide explicit
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instructions to synchronize found evidence of synchronization in only 5 of 18 healthy older adults and 2 of 20 Parkinson’s disease patients (Dotov et al. 2017; Hove et al. 2012).
Importantly, however, findings with metronomes may not
necessarily generalize to music, because metronomes do not
possess the acoustic richness, rewarding qualities, or other
aspects of music that might be necessary to induce unintentional synchronization. How the intention to synchronize
affects the frequency of synchronization to music remains
even less understood. Existing evidence characterizes synchronization of different body parts to music (e.g., Burger
et al. 2014; Peckel et al. 2014; Toiviainen et al. 2010), or
examines synchronization with or without real-time alteration of the tempo and the phase of musical beats, with the
aim of maximizing spontaneous synchronization to the beat
(Moens et al. 2014), however, none of these studies explicitly test how the frequency of synchronization is affected
with and without intention to synchronize. To the best of
our knowledge, only one study has explicitly manipulated
intention to synchronize by instructing or not instructing
participants to synchronize to music (Mendonca et al. 2014):
results show little synchronization without instructions to
synchronize. However, that study assessed synchronization
frequency during treadmill walking at differing fixed speeds,
which in itself alters movement rate (Murray et al. 1985),
and thus might alter synchronization frequency. Thus, in
general, there is insufficient evidence that directly addresses
the question of whether intention is necessary for synchronization to musical beats.
Another outstanding question is whether it is necessary
to attend to music to synchronize to it. For synchronization to occur without attention, it must first be possible to
perceive the beat without attending to the music. Whether
beat perception requires attention remains controversial:
although some studies suggest that beat perception does not
require attention (Ladinig et al. 2009, 2011), others suggest
that it does (e.g., Geiser et al. 2009, 2010). Recent evidence
suggests that the necessity of attention to beat perception
depends on the stimulus used to induce the beat (Bouwer
et al. 2014). Furthermore, even if a beat is perceived, the act
of synchronization may still require attention. For example, when attention to the beat is reduced by concurrently
performing a cognitive task, participants fail to alter fingertapping tempo to changes in metronome tempo (Repp and
Keller 2004).
Moving in synchrony with the beat may alter how that
movement is performed (e.g., Leman et al. 2013; Styns
et al. 2007). This issue has important clinical implications,
because a large body of gait rehabilitation work is based on
the premise that synchronizing footsteps to metronome or
musical beats improves gait in certain patient populations
(for reviews, see Ashoori et al. 2015; Nombela et al. 2013;
Thaut and Abiru 2010). However, although some studies
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quantify how well patients synchronize to the beat (Bella
et al. 2017; McIntosh et al. 1997; Thaut et al. 1996), most do
not. Interestingly, recent studies suggest that synchronization
might not be necessary to improve gait—older adults took
faster and longer strides when walking to music compared to
baseline (self-selected walking with no cues), despite clear
evidence that they failed to synchronize their step tempo to
the cue tempo (Wittwer et al. 2013). Similarly, despite no
instruction to synchronize, Parkinson’s disease patients took
faster and longer strides when walking with music compared
to a silent baseline (Benoit et al. 2014; Bryant et al. 2009).
Hence, synchronizing to the beat might not be needed to
improve gait.
The current study examines the role of attention and
intention in synchronization to the beat in music during overground walking. In Experiment 1 (Intention), we examined
the role of intention for synchronization, evaluating whether
synchronization of footsteps to music occurred without
explicit instructions to synchronize. We hypothesized that
spontaneous synchronization requires explicit intention to
synchronize, and thus predicted that spontaneous synchronization would be less frequent without explicit instructions
to synchronize. In Experiment 2 (attention and Intention),
we examined how synchronization was affected by attention to the music and instructions to synchronize. Attention
to the music was reduced with a distracter task. Reducing
attention through a distracter task might reduce synchronization, as the beat would be harder to perceive without
attention. Similar to Experiment 1, intention to synchronize
was manipulated by the presence and absence of explicit
instructions to synchronize. Finally, we evaluated how gait
kinematics were affected both by instructions to synchronize to the beat (Experiments 1 and 2), and by attention to
the music (Experiment 2). Based on previous findings of
shortened and slower steps during synchronization to music
(Leow et al. 2014, 2015), we expected that instructions to
synchronize would shorten steps and reduce gait velocity
compared to freely walking with music.

Methods
Participants
Ninety-six undergraduate psychology students (Experiment 1: 12 instructed, 14 uninstructed; Experiment 2: 34
instructed, 36 uninstructed) from the University of Western
Ontario participated for course credit. Ethical approval was
obtained from the Psychology Research Ethics Committee at
the University of Western Ontario. All participants provided
written informed consent.
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Music and metronome stimuli
Music For both Experiments 1 and 2, we optimized stimulus
selection and task conditions for unintentional synchronization. This was done by custom-selecting music for each
participant that he/she rated as highly familiar, enjoyable,
and high in ‘groove’ (the property of music that induces the
sensation of wanting to move to it (Janata et al. 2012; Madison 2006). Previous work shows that music rated as high
in groove and familiarity is easier to synchronize to when
walking (Leow et al. 2014, 2015). Using a stimuli selection method similar to Janata et al. (2012), we increased the
likelihood of selecting highly familiar music to the participant group by asking participants to rate a list of 16 instrumental versions of popular music clips from the 2010–2012
Billboard Top 100 list. The complete stimulus list is in the
Appendix (Madison 2006).
Metronome We used a metronome sequence composed
of 50 ms 1 kHz sine tones with an inter-onset interval of
500 ms. The tempo of the metronome sequence was subsequently altered according to the experimental condition.
Word stimuli (Experiment 2)
In Experiment 2, participants completed a semantic monitoring task in some conditions, to manipulate their attention
away from the music. The word list for the task was selected
from the updated Battig and Montague category norms,
and consisted of six categories: colors, modes of transport,
parts of the human body, furniture, animals, vegetables (Van
Overschelde et al. 2004). Words were presented via recordings of word pronunciations from Forvo.com from both male
and female voices with North American accents.
Apparatus
Spatiotemporal gait measures were recorded using a 16 ft.
Zeno® electronic walkway (Protokinetics, Havertown, PA,
USA) which was 579 × 90.2 cm with an active sensor area
of 488 × 61 cm and a sampling rate of 120 Hz. Stimuli were
played from a desktop PC connected to bookshelf speakers
positioned adjacent to the walkway, with sound volume set
at a comfortable level for each participant.
General procedure
First, we estimated each participant’s baseline gait in the
absence of any auditory stimuli. Participants walked eight
lengths of the sensor walkway in their own comfortable
low-heeled shoes. This procedure with similar walkways
yields sufficient strides to reliably estimate gait kinematics
(Hollman et al. 2010). To ensure measurements were made
after gait reached steady-state, walks started and finished

at a pre-marked line 1.5 m beyond the end of the walkway,
and participants were required to continue stepping as they
turned at the pre-marked line (Hollman et al. 2010). After
completing the baseline gait measurement, participants completed ratings of the stimuli (played at their original tempo).
Using a 10-point Likert scale, participants rated the music
clips on (1) Groove: “How much did the music make you
want to move? 1 = did not want to move, 10 = very much
wanted to move”; (2) familiarity: “How familiar are you
with the music clip? 1 = not at all familiar to me, 10 = very
familiar to me”; and (3) enjoyment: “How enjoyable is this
piece of music? 1 = not at all enjoyable, 10 = very enjoyable”. For each participant, the two music clips rated highest
on groove, familiarity, and enjoyment were determined by
taking the sum of the ratings for all three items. These music
clips were then used in the walking protocol, described next.
Walking protocol—Experiment 1: intention
Before starting the walking protocol for Experiment 1:
intention, the experimenter altered the stimulus tempo with
Audacity’s Change Tempo function to be 85, 90, 100, 110
and 115% of the participant’s baseline step tempo. Music
tempo appears important to synchronization: for example, Peckel et al. (2014) found that synchronization tended
to occur when the music rate was within a narrow range
(~ 3–15%) of preferred movement rate of the effector being
measured.
For each stimulus tempo, the participant completed one
metronome trial and two music trials with the two highest
rated music clips (total 15 trials). Trials were presented in
random order. In each trial, participants walked eight lengths
of the walkway while the stimulus was played at a comfortable volume over the speakers. Participants were allowed as
much time as necessary before starting each trial.
Intention To manipulate intention to synchronize, participants were randomly allocated to either the instructed
condition (n = 14), in which they were explicitly instructed
to synchronize their footsteps to the beats in the music; or
the uninstructed condition (n = 12) in which they were told
to walk freely to the music, with no other form of instruction about synchronizing to the beat. After completing the
walking protocol, participants were asked “How many years
of musical training do you have?” Each test session lasted
approximately one hour.
Walking protocol—Experiment 2: attention/intention
Stimulus tempo was first altered with Audacity’s Change
Tempo function to match the participant’s baseline step
tempo (equivalent to 100% condition in Experiment 1).
Intention Similar to Experiment 1, intention to synchronize was manipulated by the absence or presence of
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instructions to synchronize footsteps to the beat. Participants
were randomly allocated to the instructed condition (n = 34),
in which they were explicitly instructed to match the onsets
of their footsteps to the beats in the music; or the uninstructed condition (n = 36), in which they were instructed
to freely walk with no form of instruction in regards to synchronizing to the beat. Attention to music Attention to music
during walking was manipulated with a secondary cognitive
task. First, participants were told a cover story that the study
tests how cognitive task performance is affected by concurrently walking and listening to music. The cognitive task was
a semantic monitoring task: participants monitored words
presented in random order, 3 s apart. Upon completing each
walk trial, participants were asked to recall the last word
from a semantic category (e.g., animals) that was randomly
selected by the stimulus presentation program. Participants
were not told at the beginning of the trial which semantic
category they would be asked to recall the last word for,
therefore they had to continually monitor the most recently
presented item for all categories.
Participants completed two trials in each of the following four conditions (conditions presented in random order),
where they were instructed to: (1) attend to task (music
absent) (2) attend to task (music present), (3) attend equally
to the task and music (music present), and (4) attend to
music only (task absent). For each trial of each condition,
participants walked 8 lengths of the walkway as the music
and the words were played at a comfortable sound level over
speakers.
Metronome control condition Previous findings show no
synchronization in individuals with deficient synchronization ability, even with simple metronome beats (Sowinski
and Dalla Bella 2013). Thus, after completing the main
experiment, we tested for deficient synchronization ability
in all instruction and uninstructed participants by asking
participants to synchronize their footsteps to metronome
beats set at their baseline step tempo, both with and without
the cognitive task (2 trials each, 1 trial = 8 lengths of the
walkway).
Finally, participants were asked “How many years of
musical training do you have?”. Each session lasted approximately 1 h.
Data analysis
Synchronization
For Experiment 1, data from one participant in the instructed
condition was excluded because of an error in the stimulus
tempo manipulation, and data from two participants from
the instructed condition were incomplete. This resulted in 11
complete datasets for the instructed condition and 12 datasets for the uninstructed condition.
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In the first 48 subjects of Experiment 2, we could not
examine phase synchronization because of hardware problems causing a failure to accurately time-lock the pressure
sensor mat recording onset to stimulus onset. However, the
recording of gait kinematic data was unaffected, thus these
datasets were included in gait kinematic analyses. In Experiment 2, two uninstructed participants and one instructed
participant failed to synchronize (non-significant Rao’s test)
even in the metronome control condition, in which all participants were instructed to synchronize to the metronome
beat, thus demonstrating deficient synchronization ability
(Sowinski and Dalla Bella 2013), and thus were excluded
from subsequent analyses of synchronization performance.
Thus, we evaluated synchronization in the 10 participants
in the instructed condition and 11 participants in the uninstructed condition.
Synchronization was assessed by evaluating how well the
phase and the period of steps matched the phase and the
period of beats in the music and metronome cues. For the
analysis, we used step onsets (first contact time of each step,
typically the heel strike) to examine synchronization (Bella
et al. 2017; McIntosh et al. 1997). Note, however, that it is
unknown whether participants synchronize the first contact
time of their step (e.g., heel-strike), the last contact time of
their step (e.g., toe-offset), or some time point between the
heel-strike and the toe-offset, to the beat. Synchronizing the
heel-strike or the toe-offset can result in significant differences in synchronization accuracy (Chen et al. 2006). Phase
shifts of beat onsets are common in music, and therefore
cannot be reliably estimated from an average tempo. Beat
onset times were therefore objectively estimated with beattracking software (BeatRoot) (Dixon 2007). Synchronization
was assessed two ways, described below.
Period matching Period-matching accuracy (i.e., the
extent to which step tempo matched stimulus tempo) was
assessed with the interbeat interval deviation (IBI deviation) (Chen et al. 2008; Giovannelli et al. 2012). Periodmatching accuracy was only estimated in Experiment 1, as
in Experiment 2 the stimulus tempo was matched to step
tempo of each participant (measured during silence). The
IBI deviation was calculated by taking the absolute difference between each interstep interval and the closest interbeat interval, in the following way: (1) beat onsets in the
stimuli were estimated with BeatRoot. (2) Each step onset
was matched to the closest beat onset with custom-written
software in LabVIEW, to avoid penalizing participants for
choosing a different metrical level for synchronization. (3)
Interstep intervals were then calculated by subtracting consecutive step onsets. (4) Interbeat intervals were calculated
by subtracting consecutive beat onsets. (5) The IBI deviation
was calculated by subtracting each interstep interval from
the corresponding interbeat interval. (6) Normalization of
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the IBI deviation to the mean interbeat interval for that trial
was performed to control for differences in stimulus tempo
(see Eq. 1). Variability of period matching was assessed via
the standard deviation of the IBI deviation:
mean|interstep interval − interbeat interval|
.
mean interbeat interval
(1)
Phase matching To assess whether participants synchronized the phase of their step onsets to beat onsets,
we examined circular asynchronies (i.e., the difference
between step onset times and beat onset times). Circular asynchronies were expressed in a circular scale as a
proportion of the nearest interstep interval, using the Oriana software program 2.0 (Kovach Computing Services).
Specifically, we first matched each step onset to the closest beat onset with custom-written software in LabVIEW,
to avoid penalizing participants for choosing a different
metrical level for synchronization, and then obtained
asynchronies by subtracting the step onsets from the beat
onsets. Then, each asynchrony was normalized to (divided
by) the nearest interstep interval, and then transformed
into a circular scale by multiplying by 360°. Values of 0°
(or 360°) indicate perfect synchronization. Values from
180° to 359° indicate that the step preceded the beat,
whereas values from 1° to 180° indicate that the step followed the beat (Fujii and Schlaug 2013; Hove and Keller
2010; Launay et al. 2014; Sowinski and Dalla Bella 2013).
Failure to synchronize Circular asynchronies were subjected to Rao’s tests to evaluate if step onsets were related
to beat onsets. A non-significant Rao’s test (p > 0.05) indicates that the null hypothesis (that steps are uniformly distributed around the unit circle relative to the beat) cannot
be rejected, and thus there is no evidence for step onsets
having a systematic relationship relative to beat onsets.
This was defined as a failure to synchronize. Failure to
synchronize was quantified for each condition by counting the number of trials with non-significant Rao’s tests.
Rao’s spacing test was used instead of Rayleigh’s uniformity test because the Rayleigh’s uniformity test can erroneously assume that bimodal distributions are randomly
distributed. To test whether instructions to synchronize
affected the number of trials with synchronization failure,
independent samples Welch’s t tests were used to compare
the percentage of trials with non-significant Rao’s tests
between instructed and uninstructed participants (Delacre
et al. 2017). Arcsine transformations were first used to
transform the percentage data prior to statistical analyses.
Synchronization variability Similar to previous work
(Hove and Keller 2010), we quantified synchronization
variability using circular variance, which is the variance of
circular asynchronies (i.e., step-to-beat difference in phase).
Circular variances scale from 1 (no synchronization between

IBI deviation =

steps and beats, where the step-to-beat phase difference is
distributed uniformly around the unit circle) to 0 (synchronization with a unimodal distribution in the step-to-beat phase
difference). In conditions with more than one trial (i.e., the
music conditions in Experiment 1 and 2), synchronization
variability was estimated for each subject with the trial that
had the most stable synchronization performance (lowest
circular variance).
Gait parameters
Prior to data analysis, half-steps (steps which were less than
half of the participant’s average step size, which generally
occurred as they stepped onto or off the edge of the mat)
were excluded from data analysis. We examined how our
experimental manipulations affected kinematic measures
reflecting gait speed and gait variability. Gait speed was
estimated with three kinematic measures: stride velocity (the
distance covered per unit time (cm/s) for every two consecutive steps), stride length (anterior–posterior distance (cm)
from the first contact location of one step to the first contact
location of the next ipsilateral step), and stride time (the
interval between the first contact time of one step to the first
contact time of the next step). Changes in stride length and/
or stride time can change stride velocity. Gait variability was
estimated with the coefficient of variation for stride velocity, estimated by normalizing standard deviation of the gait
parameter to the mean gait parameter.
To estimate how gait changed compared to baseline, gait
change scores were estimated for each gait parameter by
subtracting the average gait parameter in each experimental
condition from the average parameter at baseline (Rochester
et al. 2005). To account for individual differences (e.g., differing step lengths), all change scores were then normalized
to baseline gait parameters:
Normalized change score =

gait parameter − baseline gait parameter
.
baseline gait parameter

Statistical analyses
Experiment 1 To evaluate the effect of instructions to synchronize, Instruction to synchronize (instructed, uninstructed) × Cue (Music, Metronome) × Tempo (85, 90, 100,
110 and 115% of preferred tempo) ANOVAs were run on
variables of interest. Experiment 2 To evaluate the effect of
instructions to synchronize and attention to music, attention
(attend to task with music, attend to both music and task,
attend to music) by instruction to synchronize (instructed,
uninstructed) ANOVAs were run. Effect sizes were indicated
by partial η2 (𝜂p2), with values below 0.01 as small, between
0.01 and 0.09 as medium, and greater than 0.09 as large. For
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Metronome
115
Step Tempo (% of Baseline Step Tempo)

Fig. 1  Experiment 1 (intention): effects of instructions
to synchronize on period
matching and phase matching
of step tempo to the tempo of
music and metronome cues.
Top panel: step tempo plotted
against cue tempo for instructed
(darker colored circles) and
uninstructed (lighter colored
circles) participants. Step tempo
is normalized to baseline step
tempo: 100% is the baseline
step tempo. Bottom panel: interbeat interval deviation plotted
against cue tempo for instructed
(darker colored circles) and
uninstructed (lighter colored
circles) participants. Cue tempo
ranged from 85 to 115% of
individual baseline step tempo.
Asterisks indicate significant
differences between instructed
and uninstructed participants.
*p < 0.05

comparisons), and checked them for consistency with
results for parametric statistics. Non-parametric statistics
results were consistent with results from parametric statistics. Importantly, as the non-parametric statistics did not
allow us to test for interactions that were crucial to testing
the main hypothesis (i.e., the Instruction × Tempo interaction in Experiment 1 and the Instruction × Attention interaction in Experiment 2), we chose to report parametric

STEP TEMPO

Instructed
Uninstructed

110
105
100
95
90
85

85

90 100 110 115

Step Tempo (% of Preferred Step Tempo)

all analyses, an α of 0.05 was used. Where applicable,
Greenhouse-Geisser corrections for sphericity was applied,
and Sidak corrections were used for post hoc t tests.
To guard against the possibility that the results stemmed
from a failure to meet assumptions for parametric statistics, we also ran non-parametric statistics (Friedman’s tests
for more than 3 within-subjects comparisons followed up
by Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for paired within-subjects
comparisons, Mann–Whitney U tests between subject
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Results
Synchronization
Poor period matching without instructions to synchronize
Experiment 1 (intention) For illustrative purposes, we
plotted the mean step tempo (y axis) as a function of mean
cue tempo (x axis) in the top panel of Fig. 1. Instructed participants (darker colored circles) slowed their step tempo
as cue tempo slowed, and sped up their step tempo as cue
tempo sped up. In contrast, uninstructed participants (lighter
colored circles) modulated their step tempo much less than
instructed participants. This pattern of result was evident for
both metronome (left panel) and music (right panel).
IBI deviation was used to quantify period-matching accuracy (i.e., how well instructed and uninstructed participants
matched step tempo to cue tempo), which is shown in bottom
panel of Fig. 1: values close to zero indicate good periodmatching accuracy. Instructed participants showed better
period-matching accuracy than uninstructed participants, as
IBI deviations remained closer to zero across all tempi for
instructed participants than uninstructed participants (bottom panel Fig. 1), as shown by a significant main effect of
instruction to synchronize [F(1,21) = 17.09, p < 0.001,
𝜂p2 = 0.45]. Uninstructed participants showed poorer periodmatching than instructed participants, particularly with
music cues at tempos further from the preferred step tempo,
as shown by a significant Tempo × Instruction interaction
[F(4,84) = 10.50, p = 0.001, 𝜂p2 = 0.33]. There was a significant Cue × Tempo × Instruction interaction [F(4,84) = 6.85,
p = 0.002, 𝜂p2 = 0.25], as music tended to result in greater
discrepancies in period-matching performance between
instructed and uninstructed participants compared to metronome, particularly at slower tempi (see Fig. 1 bottom
panels).
Failure to synchronize phase without instructions
to synchronize
Experiment 1 (intention) To determine whether instructions to synchronize altered how likely participants were to
synchronize the phase of their steps to the beat, we calculated the percentage of trials showing failure to synchronize
(i.e., step onsets showed no relationship to beat onsets, as
shown by non-significant Rao’s test); percentages are shown
in Table 1. Circular statistics data was missing for one con-

Table 1  Percentage of trials where participants failed to synchronize
the phase of their steps to beat onsets in Experiment 1, as shown by
non-significant Rao’s tests (p > 0.05)
85 (%) 90 (%) 100 (%) 110 (%) 115 (%)
Cue Tempo as a percentage of Baseline Step Tempo
Instructed to synchronize
Music (2 trials)
17
17
29
29
Metronome (1
33
17
33
25
trial)
Uninstructed to synchronize
Music (2 trials)
25
46
29
71
Metronome (1
83
75
17
67
trial)

17
17

79
83

Data are averaged across participants who were instructed to synchronize (instructed condition), and not instructed to synchronize (uninstructed condition), for each cue and tempo condition. At 100%, cue
tempo is the same as baseline step tempo

Experiment 1 Circular Variance
Larger values= more variable

statistics. A summary of the key non-parametric statistics
is listed in the Appendix.

**

1.0

**
**

Metronome Uninstructed
Music Uninstructed

**
**

**
**

*

Metronome Instructed
Music Instructed

**
**

*

0.5

0.0

85

90

100

110

115

Tempo

Fig. 2  Experiment 1 (intention): effect of instructions to synchronize on synchronization variability, quantified with circular variance
(variance of the alignment in time between steps relative to beats).
Larger circular variance indicates more variable synchronization of
step onsets to beat onsets. Circular variance is shown at cue tempos at
85, 90, 100, 110 and 115% of the baseline step tempo. Darker colors
(dark blue, dark red) indicate the Instructed group. Lighter colors
(light blue, pink) indicate the uninstructed group. **p < 0.01

dition in one participant in the instructed condition: statistical analyses were run on the remaining 10 datasets. Uninstructed participants showed no evidence of synchronization
in approximately half of the trials (50 ± 5.6% of trials),
compared to instructed participants, who showed no synchronization in a smaller percentage of trials (18.9 ± 9.6%),
as shown by significant Fisher’s exact tests (p = 0.001).
Next, to assess how our manipulations altered the variability of participants’ phase synchronization, we ran an
instructed (instructed, uninstructed) × Cue (Music, Metronome) × Tempo ANOVA on circular variance. Circular variances across all conditions are shown in Fig. 2. Larger circular variance indicates more variable phase-matching.
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Circular variance averaged across all experimental conditions was larger in uninstructed participants (0.61 ± 0.05)
than in instructed participants (0.25 ± 0.05), as shown by a
significant main effect of Instruction, F(1,21) = 24.42,
p < 0.001, 𝜂p2 = 0.54. Phase-matching was least variable (i.e.,
circular variance was lowest) when cue tempo was the same
as step tempo, and phase-matching variability increased as
the cue tempo deviated to be either slower or faster than
preferred step tempo (see Fig. 2), as shown by a significant
main effect of Tempo [F(4,84) = 9.74, p < 0.001, 𝜂p2 = 0.32].
Furthermore, circular variance increased more as cue tempo
deviated further from step tempo in uninstructed participants
than in instructed participants, as shown by a significant
Instruction × Tempo interaction [F(4,84) = 3.78, p = 0.007,
𝜂p2 = 0.15]. The Instruction × Tempo interaction was followed up by separate Cue × Tempo ANOVAs for the
instructed and uninstructed groups. For instructed participants, circular variance did not differ significantly between
cue types of metronome and music [non-significant main
effect of Cue type, F(1,36) = 1.83, p = 0.23, 𝜂p2 = 0.15, no
significant interactions]. For uninstructed participants, circular variance was larger for metronome (0.71 ± 0.04) than
for music (0.51 ± 0.05), as shown by a significant main
effect of Cue type [F(1,4) = 13.46, p = 0.004, 𝜂p2 = 0.55].
Note, however, that we selected the trial with lowest circular
variance for the music condition but not for the metronome
condition (for which there was only one trial). We repeated
this analysis for the music trial with the largest circular variance and found that circular variance was overall not reliably
lower with music than with metronome across all tempos,
although circular variance was lower with music than

metronome cues for certain tempos (85% of step tempo,
p = 0.007, and 110% of step tempo, p = 0.014) (Fig. 3).
Experiment 2 (attention and intention) In Experiment 2,
all stimulus tempos were set to match participants’ preferred
step tempo, and thus step tempos were very close to stimulus tempos, as evident in very small IBIs (0.04 ± 0.005 for
instructed participants, 0.038 ± 0.005 for uninstructed participants, p > 0.5). Synchronization analyses were therefore
restricted to phase-matching performance. To determine
whether attending to the music and instructions to synchronize affected the likelihood of synchronization, we quantified the percentage of trials showing zero evidence of synchronization—trials in which step onsets showed no phase
relationship to beat onsets, as shown by non-significant
Rao’s tests. Although overall more trials (average 43% of
trials) in uninstructed participants yielded non-significant
Rao’s tests, in contrast to 14% of trials in instructed participants, Fisher’s exact tests did not yield a reliable difference
between instructed and uninstructed participants (p = 0.1).
Synchronization variability was estimated using circular
variance. To determine whether synchronization variability
was affected by attention to the music and instructions to
synchronize, an attention (attend to task with music, attend
to music and task with music present, attend to music alone
with no task present) × Instruction (instructed, uninstructed)
ANOVA was run on circular variance for the trial with the
lowest circular variance. Similar to Experiment 1, circular
variance was significantly larger in uninstructed participants
(0.45 ± 0.07) than instructed participants (0.24 ± 0.06), as
shown by a significant main effect of Instruction
[F(1,20) = 5.81, p = 0.026, 𝜂p2 = 0.23]. Instruction did not
interact significantly with any other factor. The main effect
of attention was not significant [F(2,40) = 0.60, p = 0.55,
𝜂p2 = 0.03]. Attention did not interact significantly with any
other factor. Hence, directing attention to or away from the
music did not significantly alter synchronization
variability.
Gait parameters
Experiment 1 (intention)

Fig. 3  Experiment 2 (attention): effect of attending to a distracting
task on variability of synchronization (quantified with circular variance) in participants who were instructed or not instructed to synchronize. Larger circular variance indicates more variable synchronization of step onsets to beat onsets. *p < 0.05
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Figure 4 shows that the tempo manipulation altered gait
parameters in the instructed participants (darker bars) more
than the uninstructed participants (lighter bars). To determine whether gait parameters were changed by the intention manipulation, Instruction × Tempo × Cue ANOVAs
were run. Results of the analyses are summarized in Table 2,
and means and standard deviations are shown in Appendix
Table 5.
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Fig. 4  Experiment 1 (intention): effect of synchronization
instructions on gait parameters.
Change of gait speed parameters
(left panel) and variability of
those parameters (right panels)
relative to baseline walking.
Darker colors (dark blue, dark
red) indicate the Instructed
group. Lighter colors (light
blue, pink) indicate the uninstructed group. Change of gait
speed is indicated by normalized change stride velocity,
stride time, and stride length.
Change of gait variability is
indicated by coefficient of
variability for stride velocity.
Values close to zero indicate
similar gait to baseline, values
above zero indicate increases
compared to baseline, values
below zero indicate decreases
compared to baseline. Unless
otherwise indicated, differences between instructed and
uninstructed participants were
not significant. Significance
values are indicated as follows:
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01

Gait speed Instructed participants changed their gait
speed to match the stimulus tempo significantly more
than uninstructed participants (see Fig. 4), as shown by
significant Instruction × Tempo interactions for stride
velocity [F(4,84) = 8.77, p < 0.001, 𝜂p2 = 0.29] and stride
time [F(4,84) = 11.71, p < 0.001, 𝜂p2 = 0.36]. Instructed
participants also took slower and shorter strides, as indicated by main effects of Instruction for stride length,
[F(1,21) = 4.92, p = 0.04, 𝜂p2 = 0.19] and a near significant main effect of Instruction for stride velocity [F(1,
21) = 3.64, p = 0.07, 𝜂p2 = 0.15]. Cue type (music versus
metronome) did not significantly affect stride velocity,
stride length or stride time in either group [all F’s < 1,
see Table 2]. There were no other signif icant
interactions.
Gait variability Instructed participants showed larger
increases in gait variability than uninstructed participants,
(see Fig. 4 bottom right panel), as indicated by significant
main effects of Instruction [stride velocity variability:

F(1,21) = 7.47, p = 0.012, 𝜂p2 = 0.26]. Music elicited significantly more increases in gait variability than metronome
cues, as shown by significant main effects of Cue [stride
velocity variability F(1,21) = 14.25, p = 0.001, 𝜂p2 = 0.404];
however this effect tended to be driven by the instructed
group (darker bars in Fig. 4), as shown by significant
Cue × Instruction interactions for stride velocity variability
[F(1,21) = 4.96, p = 0.037, 𝜂p2 = 0.19].
Experiment 2 (attention and intention)
First, we assessed whether gait parameters changed with
the presence of music compared to baseline. Instructed
participants took slower and shorter steps when walking
with music than at baseline [stride velocity: t(33) = 2.30,
p = 0.03, Cohen’s d = 0.30; stride length: t(33) = 3.21,
p = 0.003, Cohen’s d = 0.42]. Uninstructed participants
tended to show faster and longer strides when walking
with music alone than at baseline, although this effect did
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0.12

0.08

2.27

0.07

0.10

not reach statistical significance, and effect sizes were
small [stride velocity: t(35) = 1.86, p = 0.07, Cohen’s
d = 0.20, stride length: t(35) = 1.14, p = 0.26, Cohen’s
d = 0.14].
Then, we examined how gait was affected by reducing
attention to the music and by instructions to synchronize.
Mixed ANOVAs with factors attention (attend to task
with music present, attend to music and task with music
present, attend to music alone with no task present) and
Instruction to synchronize (instructed, uninstructed) were
run on gait parameters of interest: results are summarized
in Table 3.
Gait speed Our attention manipulations altered stride
velocity, stride length, and stride time, as shown by significant main effects of attention (see Table 3). Post hoc t tests
indicate slower stride velocity and shorter stride length
when attending both to the task and the music than when
attending to music only [stride velocity, p = 0.005, stride
length: p = 0.006]. Instructions to synchronize slowed and
shortened steps (see Fig. 5), as main effects of Instruction
were significant for stride velocity [F(1,68) = 6.20,
p = 0.02, 𝜂p2 = 0.084] and stride length [F(1,68) = 5.06,

0.04
0.05

p = 0.02, 𝜂p2 = 0.07]. Instructions to synchronize did not
significantly affect stride time [F(1, 68) = 1.76, p = 0.19,
𝜂p2 = 0.03]. Hence, instruction to synchronize appeared to

Statistically significant values (p < 0.05) are shown in bold font

0.12
0.03
2.80
0.26
0.01

0.00

14.25

< 0.01

0.40

1.14

0.34

4.96

0.19 1.89

0.03
0.06
0.02
0.60
0.28
0.82
0.69
1.28
0.39
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.98
0.77
0.99
0.01 0.10
0.00 0.45
0.01 0.08
0.30
0.07
0.36
0.32
0.01
0.19
0.59
0.18
0.66
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
30.47
4.71
40.24
0.15
0.19
0.09
0.07
0.04
0.18

Gait speed
Stride velocity
Stride length
Stride time
Gait variability
Stride velocity CV

3.64
4.92
1.97

𝜂p2

p
F
F

p

𝜂p2

F

p

0.58
0.91
0.67

0.02
0.00
0.01

8.77
1.69
11.71

< 0.001
0.16
0.00

0.68
0.80
0.74

F
𝜂p2

p
𝜂p2

p
𝜂p2
𝜂p2

F

p

0.18
0.06
0.11

F
F

p

Cue × Tempo × Syn- Cue × Tempo
chronization
Cue × Synchronization
Tempo × Synchronization
Cue
Tempo
Synchronization

Table 2  Experiment 1 results of the Synchronization × Tempo (85, 90, 100, 110, 115% of participants’ baseline step tempo) × Cue (Metronome, Music) ANOVA on gait parameters

𝜂p2
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slow stride velocity by shortening stride lengths, not by
lengthening stride time. For stride velocity and stride
length, the Attention × Instruction interaction missed statistical significance (p = 0.07 for stride velocity, p = 0.05
for stride length).
Gait variability Stride velocity was more variable in
instructed participants as they attended more to the music,
unlike in uninstructed participants, who showed similar variability across conditions (see Fig. 5 right bottom panel), as
shown by significant Attention × Instruction interactions for
stride velocity CV [F(1,22) = 3.51, p = 0.02, 𝜂p2 = 0.05].
Similar to Experiment 1, instructions to synchronize
increased variability of stride velocity (see Fig. 5), as shown
by significant main effects of Instruction [stride velocity CV:
F(1,68) = 7.71, p = 0.007, 𝜂p2 = 0.10].
In summary, Experiments 1 and 2 showed that without instructions to synchronize, participants often did not
synchronize the phase or period of their steps to the beats.
Furthermore, instructions to synchronize elicited slower,
shorter, and more variable strides than no instructions to
synchronize, suggesting that at least in healthy young adults,
synchronization does not necessarily evoke faster or less
variable gait.
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Table 3  Results of the
Attention × Instruction
ANOVAs for Experiment 2
(attention and intention)

Instruction

Gait speed
Stride velocity
Stride length
Stride time
Gait variability
Stride velocity CV

Attention
F

Instruction × Attention

p

𝜂p2

F

p

𝜂p2

F

p

𝜂p2

5.17
4.47
1.17

0.03
0.04
0.28

0.07
0.06
0.02

8.45
4.90
5.91

< 0.001
0.003
0.001

0.11
0.07
0.08

2.44
2.75
0.67

0.07
0.05
0.57

0.04
0.04
0.01

4.74

0.03

0.06

1.86

0.25

0.02

3.58

0.02

0.05

Statistically significant values are shown in bold font

Experiment 2

Instructed
Uninstructed

Stride Velocity

0.10

*

*

*

*

*
∆ : increase = longer

∆ : increase = faster

0.05

*

Stride Length

0.10

0.00

-0.05

0.05

*

*

**

Task+Music

Task+Music

Music

0.00

-0.05
Task Only

Task+Music
Attend Task

Task+Music
Attend Both

Task Only

Music

Attend Task

Stride Time

0.04

Attend Both

Stride Velocity CV
0.8

∆ : increase = more variable

∆ : decrease = briefer

p=.06

0.02

0.00

Task Only

Task+Music
Attend Task

Task+Music
Attend Both

Music

**

0.6

*

0.4

0.2

0.0

-0.2

Task Only

Task+Music
Attend Task

Fig. 5  Experiment 2 (attention): change of gait speed parameters
(left panel) and variability parameters (right panels) relative to baseline walking. Change of gait speed is indicated by normalized change
in stride velocity, stride time, and stride length. Change of gait variability is indicated by coefficient of variability for stride velocity. Val-

Task+Music
Attend Both

Music

ues above zero indicate increases compared to baseline, values below
zero indicate decreases compared to baseline. Unless otherwise indicated, differences between instructed and uninstructed participants
were not statistically significant. Significance values are indicated as
follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01
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Discussion
To examine how intention to synchronize and attention to
music alter synchronization of footsteps to the beat during
walking, we examined whether participants synchronized
with and without instructions to do so, and with attention
directed to or away from the music. Without instructions to
synchronize, participants were poor at matching their step
rate to the beat rate (Experiment 1, period synchronization),
and showed zero evidence of aligning step onsets to beat
onsets in over 50% of trials (Experiments 1 and 2). This
suggests that intention strongly influences whether individuals synchronize footsteps to the beat, and that spontaneous
synchronization does not occur the majority of the time.
Experiment 2 showed that the likelihood of synchronization
was not reliably affected by distracting attention away from
the music, although the lack of a reliable effect does not necessarily indicate zero effect of attention on synchronization.
A secondary aim of our experiments was to examine how
gait spatiotemporal parameters were altered by instructions
to synchronize and attention to the music. Instructions to
synchronize elicited slower, shorter, and more variable
strides (Experiments 1 and 2). Distracting attention away
from the music elicited shorter and slower strides (Experiment 2). These results have implications for gait rehabilitation, as there were no increases in gait velocity or stride
length associated with synchronizing footsteps to the beat: in
our sample of healthy young adults, instructions to synchronize were associated with slower, shorter, and more variable
strides.
Poor synchronization without instructions
to synchronize
Without instructions to synchronize, participants showed
poor synchronization of their step tempo to the cue tempo.
Even though the absence of instructions to synchronize may
not prevent participants from forming an intention to synchronize, our results show that this protocol was sufficient
to alter synchronization frequency. We reported the percentage of trials that showing zero evidence of synchronization
(i.e., trials where step onsets were randomly distributed with
respect to beat onsets). The remaining trials may or may
not meet a reasonable criterion for synchronization (there
is no consensus on statistical tests for the presence of synchronization, although different approaches exist). Therefore, these remaining trials should not necessarily be interpreted as being synchronized, only as having a non-random
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distribution of step onsets relative to beat onsets. Overall,
uninstructed participants’ footsteps showed no relationship
with beat onsets in 60% of all trials in Experiment 1 and
43% of all trials in Experiment 2, while instructed participant’s steps showed no relationship to the beat in a much
smaller number of trials: 25% of all trials in Experiment 1,
and 13% of all trials in Experiment 2). Hence, uninstructed
participants generally did not synchronize to the beat, even
though we chose stimulus characteristics hypothesized to
increase synchronization (Leow et al. 2014, 2015), such as
being high in groove and familiarity, and having a tempo that
matched each individual’s baseline step tempo. Our results
show a lack of synchronization of footsteps to the beat without explicit instructions to synchronize, even with music that
was highly movement-inducing and easy to synchronize
to. This is consistent with previous findings. For example,
synchronization to metronomes or experimenter-selected
music was not observed without instructions to synchronize
(Mendonça et al. 2014). Similarly, only 2 of 20 Parkinson’s
disease patients and 5 of 18 healthy older adults synchronized their steps to metronome beats without instruction
(Hove et al. 2012). Even in an interventional study of three
weekly sessions of walking with a single piece of music
where the beat was clearly outlined, without explicit instructions to synchronize, healthy older adults and Parkinson’s
disease patients did not improve synchronization accuracy
nor reduce synchronization variability across sessions (Bella
et al. 2017). One important factor is that individual differences in synchronization ability may underlie likelihood of
synchronization (Bella et al. 2017): this result may underlie
recent findings of lower synchronization variability with Parkinson’s disease patients than controls (Dotov et al. 2017).
Instructions to synchronize to the beat elicited slowed,
shortened, and more variable strides
Instructing participants to synchronize to the beat elicited
slower, shorter, and more variable strides than not instructing participants to synchronize (Experiment 2). Even
though the music was set to match each participant’s walking pace, instructed participants walked 4–5% slower than
in silence, and with steps that were ~ 4% shorter, and with
overall greater variability. These results are consistent with
previous findings of more variable gait when healthy older
adults synchronized to metronome beats in comparison to
baseline (Hausdorff 2007). Hence, our findings suggest that
synchronization does not necessarily speed up or lengthen
steps in healthy gait. At first glance, these findings appear
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incongruent with previous clinical work that has suggested
that synchronizing to rhythmic auditory cues such as metronomes helps Parkinson’s disease patients take faster, longer,
or less variable strides (Lim et al. 2005b; Thaut and Abiru
2010). This apparent discrepancy might arise for two possible reasons. First, synchronization might only improve
gait in gait-disordered populations. This possibility is supported by findings that cueing protocols which reduce gait
variability in Parkinson’s patients increase gait variability in
healthy older adults (Hausdorff et al. 2007). Alternatively,
the improvements in gait seen with auditory cues and previously attributed to synchronization might simply be an
effect of the presence of auditory cues, and synchronization
might be unnecessary to elicit faster strides. There is evidence to support this possibility: healthy elderly participants
(Wittwer et al. 2013) and Parkinson’s patients (Benoit et al.
2014) who were not instructed to synchronize footsteps to
the beat took faster, longer strides when walking to music
than when walking in silence. In our current healthy sample,
participants who did not receive instructions to synchronize
also took faster and longer strides when walking to music,
although this change was not significant relative to walking
in silence.
It is noteworthy that even with instructions to synchronize
only footsteps to the music, synchronization frequency was
not high, similar to previous work which showed low synchronization frequency when instructing participants to synchronize movements of the entire body to the music (Burger
et al. 2014). These results support previous suggestions that
synchronizing movements to musical beats may not be a
simple, low-level task (Burger et al. 2014). Synchronization
itself might thus be cognitively demanding, and therefore
might not necessarily improve gait. Even in healthy adults,
synchronization can be difficult, especially for individuals who have difficulty perceiving the beat in music (Fujii
and Schlaug 2013; Launay et al. 2014; Leow et al. 2014;
Sowinski and Dalla Bella 2013). The ability to perceive the
beat (Cameron et al. 2016; Grahn and McAuley 2009) and
accurately synchronize movements to the beat (Merchant
et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2013) is impaired in Parkinson’s
disease, thus patients are likely to find synchronization difficult. Hence, removing the requirement to synchronize might
elicit better gait outcomes in cueing-based gait rehabilitation
because of reductions in task difficulty. For example, one
recent study showed faster strides than baseline when Parkinson’s patients were instructed to walk freely with music
without requiring synchronization to the beat (Benoit et al.

2014). Innovative software that dynamically changes beat
onsets in stimuli to match movement onsets might elicit
further gait improvements (Hove et al. 2012; Moens et al.
2014): there is evidence that auditory cueing using such software elicits better gait outcomes in Parkinson’s patients than
with traditional auditory cueing methods (Hove et al. 2012).
Greater attentional demands did not affect
synchronization accuracy, but did slow walking
Synchronization accuracy was not significantly reduced by
the semantic monitoring distracter task, indicating that full
attention is not required to synchronize to music. Previous
work has indicated that the effects of attention on beat perception depend on the stimulus. For example, in rhythms with
salient cues to emphasize the beat (e.g., intensity changes),
attention is less crucial to beat perception than in rhythms
with less salient cues (e.g., temporal changes) (Bouwer et al.
2014). Here, we used music, which contains multiple redundant cues to the beat, which may reduce the amount of attention required to synchronize to it. It is also possible, however,
that the distraction manipulation was too weak to observe an
effect on synchronization. We did our best to use a cognitively demanding task that was likely to interfere with beat
perception: the task involved the auditory modality rather
than another modality, the words needed to be maintained
in memory, likely through articulatory rehearsal, which is
known to interfere with tapping the beat (Salame and Baddeley 1982, 1989). However, the word presentation rate was
fairly slow (every 3 s). Therefore, if participants rehearsed
the words in time to the beat of the music, then only once
every 3 s would they encounter an auditory stimulus that
was not in phase with the beat of the music. Thus, although
we can conclude that cognitive demands from this semantic monitoring task do not appear to affect synchronization
to music, a task that was more disruptive to perception of
the incoming stimuli (e.g., attending to a separate auditory
stream that contained more frequent events) might interfere
with synchronization to a greater degree. There is evidence,
however, that the distracter task was successful in modulating attention: participants took slower and shorter strides
when concurrently attending to both the semantic monitoring
task and the music than when attending to music only. This
result is consistent with a large body of work showing that
gait, even in young healthy adults, is sensitive to increases
in attentional demands from dual-tasking (Asai et al. 2013;
Kelly et al. 2010; Peper et al. 2012; Yogev et al. 2005).
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Limitations
The cover story instructing participants that the study
aimed to test how participants cognitive task performance
was affected by walking and listening to music might bias
participants to pay more attention to the cognitive task,
which might have consumed cognitive resources that might
otherwise be available to attend or not attend to the music
and synchronize to external beat. It is possible that different
results would be obtained if the cover story de-emphasized
the cognitive task. Another limitation is that altering the
tempo of highly familiar music pieces might make the music
less enjoyable and lower on groove. However, changes in
perceived enjoyment and groove seems unlikely to completely account for our findings of lack of synchronization,
as other work which do not alter stimuli tempo similarly
show little movement synchronization to musical beats
(Demos et al. 2012).
Summary
In summary, spontaneous synchronization to the beat was
not observed in the majority of trials, and occurred much
less frequently than with instructions to synchronize. Furthermore, instructions to synchronize elicited shorter,
slower, and more variable strides than no instructions to synchronize. These results suggest that synchronization to auditory cues does not occur spontaneously without intention,
and that when synchronization does occur, gait is slower and
more variable. Our results also suggest that full attention
is not necessarily required for synchronization to occur, as
participants synchronized to a similar extent despite simultaneously completing a distracter task. However, presence of
the distracter task did result in slower gait, confirming that
our attention manipulations did have detrimental effects on
gait. Intention but not attention appears to be necessary for
synchronization, and both synchronization and distraction
may alter gait parameters in clinically undesirable ways.

Appendix
See Tables 4, 5 and 6.
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Table 4  Music stimuli
Song title

Artist

Album

Lady Marmalade
Let’s Get it Started
Moves Like Jagger
Party Rock Anthem

Christina Aguilera
Black Eyed Peas
Maroon 5
LMFAO

Pump It
Sexy and I Know It

Black Eyes Peas
LMFAO

Teenage Dream
Titanium
Yeah
We Found Love
What makes You
Beautiful
Beauty and a Beat
California Gurls
Firework
Gangnam Style
Blow

Katy Perry
David Guetta
Usher
Rihanna
One Direction

Stripped
Elephunk
Hands All Over
Sorry For Party
Rocking
Monkey Business
Sorry For Party
Rocking
Teenage Dream
Nothing But the Beat
Confessions
Talk That Talk
Up All Night

Justin Beiber
Katy Perry
Katy Perry
Psy
Kesha

Believe
Teenage Dream
Teenage Dream
Psy 6
Warrior

Participants rated clips taken from 16 non-vocal versions of popular
music. The list consisted of music that was preselected by lab members as high groove, high familiarity, and high enjoyment. The set
of 16 clips is listed below. Tempi for the 16 clips were estimated by
having musically trained lab members manually tap to the beat on a
USB-connected keyboard. Beat onsets were estimated using BeatRoot

Non‑parametric statistics
Synchronization
Exp 1 Effect of instruction on IBI deviations IBI deviations differed reliably between instructed and uninstructed
participants across all Tempo conditions except when tempo
was set at 100 and 110% of step tempo (p < 0.005 from all
Independent samples Mann–Whitney U tests).
Effect of instruction on circular variance Circular variances differed reliably between instructed and uninstructed
participants across all cue and tempo conditions except when
tempo was set at 100 and 110% of step tempo (p < 0.05 from
all Independent samples Mann–Whitney U tests).
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Table 5  Means and standard
deviation for gait parameters
from Experiment 1

Tempo

85

90

Stride velocity (cm/s)
Music
Not instructed 119.16 (18.15) 120.13 (18.80)
Instructed
101.76 (17.41) 109.73 (20.10)
Metronome
Not instructed 117.07 (16.87) 120.05 (20.07)
Instructed
104.03 (19.81) 110.15 (17.69)
Stride length (cm)
Music
Not instructed 131.48 (13.0)
131.86 (13.31)
Instructed
127.46 (14.53) 129.69 (17.22)
Metronome
Not instructed 130.28 (12.42) 132.66 (13.67)
Instructed
127.78 (16.98) 130.17 (15.51)
Stride time (s)
Music
Not instructed
1.11 (0.074)
1.11 (0.075)
Instructed
1.27 (0.099)
1.20 (0.089)
Metronome
Not instructed
1.12 (0.052)
1.12 (0.086)
Instructed
1.25 (0.099)
1.20 (0.085)
Stride velocity coefficient of variation
Music
Not instructed
0.042 (0.013)
0.041 (0.011)
Instructed
0.052 (0.012)
0.054 (0.017)
Metronome
Not instructed
0.038 (0.011)
0.034 (0.007)
Instructed
0.049 (0.022)
0.044 (0.016)

100

110

115

124.06 (19.14)
119.22 (23.24)

125.71 (18.20)
129.26 (24.12)

127.87 (16.87)
135.43 (25.08)

123.85 (18.63)
199.84 (20.71)

125.95 (18.75)
127.10 (23.43)

127.00 (21.03)
133.33 (25.06)

132.21 (13.45)
132.21 (17.92)

132.07 (12.76)
133.83 (15.42)

133.40 (12.16)
134.96 (14.32)

132.07 (13.57)
132.91 (17.35)

131.99 (13.55)
131.80 (14.51)

133.20 (13.88)
133.41 (13.17)

1.07 (0.067)
1.12 (0.108)

1.06 (0.077)
1.06 (0.119)

1.05 (0.072)
1.02 (0.128)

1.07 (0.061)
1.12 (0.089)

1.06 (0.074)
1.06 (0.125)

1.06 (0.125)
1.02 (0.145)

0.037 (0.011)
0.048(0.019)

0.041 (0.009)
0.041 (0.009)

0.038 (0.011)
0.038 (0.011)

0.038 (0.014)
0.037 (0.011)

0.036 (0.011)
0.038 (0.012)

0.035 (0.012)
0.035 (0.012)

Exp 2 Effect of instruction on circular variance Independent samples Kruskal–Wallis tests showed a reliable effect
of Instruction when attending to music only without the
distractor task (p = 0.005) but not when the distractor task
was present and participants attended to the distractor task
(p > 0.5), or when participants attended to both the distractor task and the music (p > 0.05).
Effect of attention on circular variance: related samples
Friedman’s two-way ANOVA show no reliable effect of
attention (p > 0.05).

participants when cue tempos were faster than baseline step
tempo, and longer and slower in instructed participants than
uninstructed participants when cue tempos were slower than
baseline step tempo. For stride velocity, these differences
were reliable when cue tempos were at 85 and 90% of step
tempos. For stride time, these differences were reliable at
all cue tempos except when cue tempos were 100% of step
tempos. Changes in stride lengths did not differ between
instructed and uninstructed participants across different cue
tempos.

Gait parameters

Exp 2 Effect of attention manipulations For uninstructed
participants, Friedman’s tests indicate reliable differences
between attention conditions for stride velocity and stride
length (all p < 0.01). For instructed participants, Fried-

Exp 1 Effect of Instructions to synchronize at differing cue
tempos Strides tended to be briefer and faster in instructed
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Table 6  Means and standard deviation for gait parameters from
Experiment 2
Not instructed
Stride velocity (cm/s)
Task only
123.21 (18.66)
Music + task attend task
126.91 (20.06)
Music + task attend both
127.47 (18.63)
Music only
130.12 (18.92)
Stride length (cm)
Task only
131.74 (13.05)
Music + task attend task
133.20 (13.33)
Music + task attend both
133.20 (12.89)
Music only
135.43 (13.05)
Stride time (s)
Task only
1.07 (0.098)
Music + task attend task
1.05 (0.086)
Music + task attend both
1.05 (0.087)
Music only
1.05 (0.086)
Stride velocity coefficient of variation
Task only
0.046 (0.02)
Music + task attend task
0.038 (0.016)
Music + task attend both
0.040 (0.017)
Music only
0.038 (0.011)

Instructed
119.97 (14.73)
120.95 (16.80)
120.91 (17.28)
122.52 (18.03)
128.27 (11.49)
128.7 (12.47)
127.71 (12.16)
128.73 (12.48)
1.08 (0.102)
1.07 (0.10)
1.07 (0.97)
1.06 (0.11)
0.047 (0.02)
0.047 (0.02)
0.049 (0.018)
0.055 (0.030)

man’s tests indicate non-reliable differences between attention conditions for stride velocity and stride length (all
p > 0.05). Note, however, that the Instruction × Attention
ANOVA revealed only a marginal effect for the Instruction × Attention interaction for stride velocity and stride
length (see Table 3).
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